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Abstract Current software is almost at the stage to permit

completely automatic structure determination of small pro-

teins of\15 kDa, from NMR spectra to structure validation

with minimal user interaction. This goal is welcome, as it

makes structure calculation more objective and therefore

more easily validated, without any loss in the quality of the

structures generated. Moreover, it releases expert spectros-

copists to carry out research that cannot be automated. It

should not take much further effort to extend automation to

ca 20 kDa. However, there are technological barriers to

further automation, of which the biggest are identified as:

routines for peak picking; adoption and sharing of a common

framework for structure calculation, including the assembly

of an automated and trusted package for structure validation;

and sample preparation, particularly for larger proteins.

These barriers should be the main target for development of

methodology for protein structure determination, particu-

larly by structural genomics consortia.
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Introduction

Approaches to complete automation of protein structure

calculation by NMR have been reviewed (Altieri and Byrd

2004; Baran et al. 2004; Gronwald and Kalbitzer 2004;

Güntert 2003; Huang et al. 2005), most recently in an

authoritative review (Güntert 2008). This Perspective is not

intended to be a review: our interest is to survey current

practices and problems, and to stimulate a debate as to the

best way forward, following an earlier Perspective on a

related theme (Billeter et al. 2008). In particular, we aim to

address the questions of what currently is automated, what

can be automated and what should be automated. Does one

need to be an ‘expert’ to calculate a protein structure from

NMR data, and how much human intervention is best?

In any consideration of automated structure calculation

by NMR, one must inevitably make comparisons with

X-ray crystallography, where automated methods have

been developed extensively over the last few years, and

made a major difference to the practice of protein crys-

tallography. Indeed, they are close to removing the need for

‘expert’ crystallographers at all in straightforward cases.

The benefits are obvious. Structure calculation is on aver-

age faster and cheaper (Chandonia and Brenner 2006); and

expert crystallographers are freed to concentrate on the

more difficult and biologically important challenges. A

potential problem is that each new structure gets less

attention than in previous years, implying that novel or

unusual features may get overlooked.1 However,

improvements in bioinformatics tools mean that structures

get seized on and picked over as soon as they hit the public

domain, so interesting features are unlikely to stay

uncovered for long.

Would the same be true for NMR structures? Is auto-

mation an obvious benefit? The answer has to be a

resounding yes. As above, automated methods will free the

expert from spending excessive time sorting out what

should be trivial issues such as spectral referencing and
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folding, details of peak shapes and peak picking, dealing

with unfriendly software, worries about overlapping or

misaligned peaks, and so on. They will free both expert and

novice from what one has to admit is the tedium of sorting

peak lists, checking assignments, checking NOEs, and

iteratively correcting errors in the input data, and thus

make everyone’s life a good deal more pleasant. All this is

a much more persuasive argument for NMR than it is for

crystallography. However, the most convincing argument

in favor of automated methods is the elimination of sub-

jective and irreproducible bias. Many bioinformaticians are

reluctant to use NMR structures, partly because NMR

structures are typically presented as a large number of

structures, making the structure files much larger and

raising the question of which single structure is the ‘best’;

but more importantly because they have doubts over the

reliability of NMR structures. In crystal structures, there is

a clear relationship between the structure and the experi-

mental data, so that by comparing resolution, R-factor and

free R-factor one can immediately form a reasonably reli-

able judgement as to the overall quality of the structure. In

NMR, there is no such relationship. There is a qualitative

relationship between restraint lists and structure, but there

is such a lot of subjective processing between spectra and

restraint lists that one cannot directly compare input data

and structures in the same way as for crystallography.

There have been several analyses of the ‘quality’ of

NMR structures. Although the global folds of protein

structures produced by NMR and crystallography are clo-

sely similar, it has been shown that on average there is a

real difference on the local scale between crystal and NMR

structures, which is unrelated to crystal packing (Andrec

et al. 2007). Maybe this difference reflects a real difference

between crystal and solution, but it remains to be proven.

Even more worrying, NMR structures are typically much

worse geometrically than crystal structures (Bhattacharya

et al. 2007; Spronk et al. 2004 and refs therein), with

geometrical parameters so far away from the expectation

values that they correspond to crystal structures with res-

olution of 3 Å or worse (Fig. 1). Structures produced by

different software have reproducibly different peculiarities

(Bhattacharya et al. 2007; Spronk et al. 2004). Further-

more, analyses suggest that a typical ensemble of NMR

structures has a precision that is smaller (i.e., tighter) than

its accuracy, meaning that where one can compare, the

crystal structure is often significantly outside the cluster of

structures represented by the NMR structures (Andrec et al.

2007; Snyder et al. 2005; Spronk et al. 2003). This again

possibly reflects the fact that real structures in solution are

genuinely different from the structure in the crystal (Andrec

et al. 2007), but the point has been well made that most

NMR structures probably have artificially over-tight

precision, with the implication that structural statistics

on NMR structures have at best a non-intuitive and

non-standard meaning.2 Many of the irregularities can be

cleared up by the simple expedient of refinement in explicit

solvent (Bhattacharya et al. 2007; Linge et al. 2003b;

Nederveen et al. 2005; Ramelot et al. 2009), implying that

this should be a standard procedure for all NMR structures

(Spronk et al. 2004), but unfortunately it is not, and the

problems are bad enough that it is an entirely reasonable

position to have concerns over the reliability of NMR

structures. Since NMR structures comprise some 15% of the

Protein Data Bank, and a rather higher fraction of protein

folds (Spronk et al. 2004), this is an unacceptable state.

Fully automated methods of structure calculation will

not remove problems of structure quality. But they will

not make them worse: analyses of structures produced by

Fig. 1 RMS Z-scores for parameters describing the local geometry of

protein structures refined using a selection of different programs,

together with structures re-refined in explicit solvent taken from the

DRESS database (Nabuurs et al. 2004). The Figure also shows

Z-scores for a random selection of high-resolution (\1 Å) X-ray

structures, as a comparison to what the distribution for ‘high-quality’

structures might be expected to look like. The RMS Z-score should be

around 1: values lower than 1 indicate a narrower range of values than

expected (typically indicating that restraints are too tight), while

values larger than 1 indicate a wider range than expected. The local

parameters measured are bond angles, bond lengths, improper

dihedral angles, x angles and sidechain planarity. The bars indicate

the range of the data (with outliers drawn as circles), and boxes

indicate the quartiles and the median. Redrawn using data given in

Spronk et al. (2004)

2 The distribution of structures represented by an NMR ensemble is

not (as one might expect) a representation of the true precision of the

calculation. Rather, it is a representation of the reproducibility of the

algorithm given the input data (Markwick et al. 2008). However, this

is a subtlety that is easily overlooked.
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high-throughput methods suggest that the structures are at

least as good as those determined manually (Snyder et al.

2005). The big benefit to be derived from automated

methods is that the structures are produced by an objective

repeatable method, and that the same result would be

obtained by other research groups working with the same

data, a situation that certainly is not true at present (Fig. 1).

This means that once a few (or more likely a few hundred)

structures have been calculated with a given automated

method, it would be entirely possible to analyse the reli-

ability of the structures and their problems, and therefore

retrospectively to correct them if needed, in a similar

manner to the RECOORD project (Nederveen et al. 2005).

Despite the best efforts of a large number of NMR spec-

troscopists, there is still no good way of telling if an NMR

structure has been calculated correctly. Automation offers

the best hope of solving this problem. And to answer a

question posed at the start of this section, every stage of

structure calculation will benefit from automation (though

this of course does not mean that human intervention is not

required, as discussed further below).

If this is true, why has automation not been addressed

more urgently? There are a number of reasons. Protein

crystallography has by and large a single and easily digi-

tized type of data and a single ‘correct’ way to analyse the

data: the methodology is not ‘owned’ by different research

groups, and new methods are recognized as useful, adopted

and shared rapidly. The same could not be said to be true

for NMR. This means that there are many competing

software packages, each used by a subset of the NMR

community, and each with its own benefits and problems

(Jahnke 2007): we examine this in more detail below,

particularly in the context of CCPN. NMR groups are of

course often interested in many aspects of proteins other

than just structure, implying that for many groups, structure

calculation is just one aim among many (Billeter et al.

2008). The parameters and techniques of NMR continue to

develop rapidly and ‘divert’ interest away from the possi-

bly less glamorous task of calculating structures (Altieri

and Byrd 2004).

For the crystallographic community, automation

received a big boost with the advent of structural genomics

(SG), which explicitly recognized the need for funding the

development of automated methods. This is such an

important issue that we survey SG in the following section,

before turning to look at the software that currently exists.

Structural genomics

Interest in SG first surfaced in the early 1990s, as a result of

the obvious success of genomics. The question arose, now

that methods for sequencing genomes are so rapid, can we

do the same for the structures of proteins encoded by the

genome? Groups began to get together to set up pilot

studies, and to explore issues around high-throughput

expression and purification, as well as technology for high-

throughput structure calculation. In 1997, the Protein Folds

project started in Japan, with the aim of solving enough

structures to have at least one structure for each unique

protein fold. [The estimate for the number of unique folds

has ranged from less than 1,000 to tens of thousands: it now

appears that the number is somewhat less than 2,000

(Levitt 2007)]. This project moved to the Genomic Sci-

ences Center in Yokohama, Japan in 1998, with a large

center dedicated to protein expression and NMR, of which

more later (Yokoyama et al. 2000). Also in 1998, a pilot

began in Ontario, Canada, concentrating on bacterial gen-

omes (Yee et al. 2003). This project had a different aim,

namely to determine structures for a single bacterial gen-

ome, and focused on high-throughput expression and

screening for solubility and foldedness rather than calcu-

lational methodology, subsequently distributing well-

behaved proteins around conventional structural groups

(Yee et al. 2002). The pilot turned into the Ontario Center

for Structural Proteomics and has solved around 300

structures, 20% of these by NMR (Yee et al. 2006).

1998 also saw the start of serious discussions on funding

SG in the USA, which resulted in 2000 in the funding by

NIH (in the form of the National Institute of General

Medical Sciences) of nine SG centers based in the USA

(Burley 2000; Terwilliger 2000). Between 2000 and 2005

these solved more than 1,100 structures. In the second

phase (from 2005), the protein structure initiative (PSI)

continued to fund four of the original centers plus several

others (http://www.nigms.nih.gov/Initiatives/PSI/Centers/).

Of these, the Northeast SG Consortium, based in Rutgers

University, has the most significant NMR component. It

has solved 580 structures, 240 by NMR. In addition, the

Center for Eukaryotic SG, based in Madison, Wisconsin,

also has a big NMR component, and has solved 113

structures, 40 by NMR. The Southeast Collaboratory also

had an NMR component, though more for screening than

for structure determination (Adams et al. 2003). Interest-

ingly, the PSI was reviewed in 2007, concluding that

structure output was good (in crystallography and NMR),

but that dissemination of results, relevance to biology, and

value for money were poor (http://www.nigms.nih.gov/

News/Reports/PSIAssessmentPanel2007.htm). The panel

concluded that they were ‘not enthusiastic about the benefit

to biomedical research of the current large-scale, high-

throughput structure determination effort’, which does not

bode well for future large-scale US funding.

In Europe, SG has been rather more fragmented, with

‘little European coordination of SG’ (Heinemann 2000).

The EU decided to fund method development, largely in
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crystallography rather than NMR, focusing on protein

complexes and benefits to human health, with high-

throughput structure determination being left to individual

countries. As a result, the first SG project, Spine (running

2002–2006), resulted in only about 300 structures, around

20% of these by NMR. There was no focus on automated

methodology, and thus no major development in this area

(AB et al. 2006). The Structural Genomics Consortium,

based in Oxford, UK, has solved around 300 structures (5

by NMR), while the Protein Structure Factory, based in

Berlin, has solved 17, 6 by NMR (http://www.proteins

trukturfabrik.de/public/PSF_Status_1.shtml).

In Japan, the initial project turned into Protein 3000,

with the aim of determining 3,000 protein structures over

the period 2002–2007 (http://www.tanpaku.org/eng). By

the end of December 2007, it had produced over 2,000

crystal structures and 1,400 NMR structures (http://p3krs.

protein.osaka-u.ac.jp/p3kdb/status/s201_g_process_statistics.

php), thus easily meeting its target, and making it the single

most productive group worldwide, particularly for NMR

structures. However, it received considerable criticism

(e.g., Cyranoski 2006 (energetically refuted by its director

Yokoyama et al. 2007)) on the grounds that many of the

structures determined were closely related and therefore

‘easy’.

The NMR-based SG centers are not yet carrying out fully

automated structure calculations. Nevertheless, NMR struc-

tures have kept pace with crystal structures from SG centers

and still dominate for proteins of less than 120 residues

(Fig. 2), although the proportion of structures larger than

20 kDa remains insignificant. Thus, even without full auto-

mation, NMR is keeping pace with crystallography in terms

of number of structures. This reinforces the point that even

now, NMR methods do not have a problem with quantity:

their real problem is with quality.

In summary, the majority of SG funding has gone to fund

crystallography, which has in general been very successful in

meeting its aim of developing technology for high-

throughput structure calculation. By contrast, most of the

funding for NMR has been for small individual projects.

Within the SG centers, methodology for automated NMR

calculation took place mainly in two locations: in RIKEN,

Japan and in the Northeast SG consortium (NESG) in the US.

We discuss the outcomes from these and other developments

below, after an analysis of the different stages required.

The stages of structure determination

The conventional method for determination of protein

structures from NMR data has six stages: expression and

purification of proteins; acquisition of spectra; processing of

spectra and peak picking; resonance assignment; collection

of structure restraints, for example NOE assignment; and

structure calculation. (Note that we distinguish resonance

assignment [assigning a chemical shift value to each

nucleus] from NOE assignment [assigning an NOE cros-

speak to its corresponding nuclei].) Although there are other

ways of doing structure calculation (discussed briefly later),

this remains overwhelmingly the sequence of events. Where

are the bottlenecks in each of these stages?

Expression and purification of proteins

In many ways this stage is the most important and most

overlooked of all, since it involves molecular biology

rather than NMR, and is therefore a stage that many NMR

Fig. 2 Size distribution of protein structures determined by structural

genomics centers and in the entire protein data bank. The top two

panels show data for all structures determined by SG centers in

TargetDB at 16 March 2004 (top) and 14 September 2008 (middle),

taken from the TargetDB database http://targetdb.pdb.org/ (Chen

et al. 2004). The bottom panel shows data for the entire PDB from

January 2004 to November 2008, and is thus roughly comparable in

time to the middle panel. Note the small but significant number of

structures with [200 residues in the bottom panel. There was no

attempt to remove duplicates and close duplicates. Data on proteins of

less than 50 residues in length are not shown. Crystal structures are

shown in black and NMR structures in red
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practitioners do not see themselves as experts in, and would

rather leave to someone else to worry about. Fortunately,

the SG centers have devoted considerable effort here, and

methods are becoming faster, cheaper and more predict-

able: see for example an excellent recent summary

(Gräslund et al. 2008). There is no reason why the

streamlined procedures adopted by crystallographic groups

(Billeter et al. 2008) should not also work for NMR. SG

consortia have records of which methods work for which

proteins, and of course which do not (Christendat et al.

2000). One hopes that these records will be mined to

produce useful guidelines.

Several of the SG centers have tried cell-free expression,

because this potentially provides more routine and reliable

expression: however, to date it is still far from routine. For

NMR it also has the significant benefit that amino acids are

incorporated intact and therefore the positions of isotopic

labels do not get scrambled so much because of cellular

metabolic processes. With this goes the disadvantage that one

has to use isotopically labelled amino acids rather than mini-

mal medium, which tends to make it a more expensive option.

In summary, the situation for protein expression is

continually improving. For NMR, probably the most

important question (particularly for larger proteins) is how

to increase solubility and reduce aggregation, since these

problems limit the protein concentration and tend to

increase the T2 relaxation rate, thus degrading signal-

to-noise, as discussed below.

Acquisition of spectra

Probably still the biggest drawback of NMR is its low

sensitivity (Billeter et al. 2008). Clearly, higher fields and

cryoprobes have helped enormously, but the fact still

remains that NMR spectra have low signal-to-noise ratios

(S/N). There has therefore been considerable work in this

area. For automation, a very significant development is

‘reduced dimensionality’ spectra, such as the GFT method

(Atreya and Szyperski 2004; Shen et al. 2005). In these

spectra, the chemical shifts of several nuclei are measured

simultaneously, as sums and differences of frequencies.

Subsequent processing then untangles these to regenerate

the original frequencies. The big advantage is that reduced

dimensionality can enable the acquisition of 4D or 5D

spectra in a few days, thus giving a major gain in speed of

acquisition, at least in cases where protein concentration

and linewidth is favorable. The ability to correlate a large

number of resonances in one spectrum makes the task of

resonance assignment simpler and more amenable to

automated methods (Liu et al. 2005). Disadvantages of

GFT are the rather longer pulse sequences needed and the

increased complexity of spectra and processing, meaning

that such methods are applicable only to small proteins: in

practice this means a limit of about 15 kDa. Projection

spectra are also a promising method (Hiller et al. 2007;

Kupče and Freeman 2004).

The development of nonlinear sampling methods is another

important development (Barna et al. 1987; Malmodin and

Billeter 2005). The idea behind this method is that it is not

necessary to acquire all the indirect time points in order to

determine the indirect frequencies. One can therefore make

a considerable saving in acquisition time by missing out a

fraction of the indirect time points. Moreover, data

acquired at short indirect acquisition times (e.g., short t1
times in a 2D experiment) have better S/N than data

acquired at longer indirect acquisition times. Therefore to

improve S/N one should spend more time acquiring data

with short indirect acquisition times, and only acquire

relatively few FIDs from the longer acquisition times, to

provide the required resolution. In this way, total acquisi-

tion times can be reduced very significantly, by factors of

3–5 in 3D spectra (Malmodin and Billeter 2005). However,

the drawback is that one can no longer process the data

using a Fourier transform. Another development worth

mentioning is the more rapid recycling of ‘unused’ non-

amide proton magnetisation to permit more rapid pulsing

(see references in AB et al. 2006). Such methods when

used methodically have the potential to increase S/N by at

least a factor of 2, a not insignificant gain, and have cer-

tainly not been adopted widely as yet.

Often overlooked, but stressed in an excellent review

from the NESG, is the observation that when comparing

data from different spectra (for example, for resonance

assignment), the quality of the comparison is much better

when the spectra have the same offsets, spectral widths,

and broadly similar processing and digital resolutions

(Baran et al. 2004). That is, for automation one requires a

standardised data collection strategy. Such a procedure

reduces the need for expert advice and makes subsequent

processing and analysis much quicker, and importantly

means that the chemical shift tolerance needed when

making NOE assignments can be reduced. Easy to say but

less easy to achieve in practice is the crucial need to keep

the temperature (as well as pH and buffer composition) the

same among all spectra.

We conclude that a carefully considered choice of methods

(most likely including reduced dimensionality) in the context

of a standardised collection methodology is capable of pro-

ducing high quality data in acceptably short times: in other

words, for soluble monomeric proteins of up to 15 kDa, data

acquisition should not be a bottleneck. (It is of course true that

actually implementing methods such as GFT or non-linear

processing poses problems even for specialist NMR labs.)

Particularly for larger proteins, the situation is quite different

(Fig. 2). The solution that is most often offered here, both for

acquisition and assignment, is selective deuteration, for
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example using the SAIL methodology in which well over half

the protons in a protein are removed by selective deuteration

(Takeda et al. 2007).

Processing of spectra and peak picking

The vast majority of NMR spectra are processed by fast

fourier transforms (FFT). It seems likely that non-linear

sampling (previous section) provides such a major gain in

acquisition rate, particularly for 3D spectra, that it should

be widely adopted, implying that everyone working with

multidimensional spectra of proteins should be routinely

using processing methods such as maximum entropy or

three-way decomposition (Malmodin and Billeter 2005).

Nevertheless, the vast majority of NMR labs continue to

use conventional acquisition and processing methods. Why

is this? We suggest that it is mere inertia (and time pres-

sure). If it was easy to acquire and process using non-linear

sampling, everyone would do it. However, time and effort

are required to get it working and to integrate it with

existing procedures, and it is therefore given low priority.

A similar argument holds also for GFT and many of the

other topics discussed below. The problem would clearly

be solved if (as is roughly the case for the crystallographic

community) there was one standard data format and pro-

cessing package which everyone used, and into which one

could simply ‘slot in’ a new method. But the fact that each

program uses a different data format means that incorpo-

rating a new method requires time and effort in

reformatting. We therefore suggest that a major bottleneck

in automation is the multiplicity of competing software

packages, many of which do roughly the same things in

similar ways (Malmodin and Billeter 2005).

Having processed the time-domain data to obtain fre-

quency-domain spectra, the next step is peak picking: that is,

the creation of lists containing the frequencies of peaks

within the spectrum. A popular program for this application

is NMRView (Johnson and Blevins 1994). It is clear that

peak picking remains one of the major problem areas, and an

urgent target for improvement. The reason for this is that the

picked peak lists form the basis for the subsequent steps of

resonance assignment and NOE assignment. If the peak list is

missing real peaks (for example, because it cannot pick out

peaks from noise, or if peaks are missing because of motional

and/or relaxation problems) then the resonance assignment

will be incomplete, whereas if it contains incorrect peaks

(e.g., noise, solvent, or artifacts) then both assignment and

structure calculation suffer. Numerous studies (see for

example Altieri and Byrd 2004; Baran et al. 2004; Güntert

2003) have shown that both automated resonance assignment

and automated NOE assignment become unreliable if the

peak lists that they rely on start to contain too many incorrect

peaks, as discussed in more detail below.

In principle automatic peak picking is simple: go

through the spectra and find local maxima. However, there

are three main problems: noise, artifacts and peak overlap,

of which noise is the hardest and less tractable problem

(Bartels et al. 1997; Slupsky et al. 2003; Zimmerman et al.

1997). Various methods have been used to distinguish

noise from real peaks, including lineshape (crudely, a real

peak will probably be several points wide while a noise

peak may be a single-point spike; more sophisticated, one

can match peaks to expected or real lineshapes), position (a

real peak in a NOESY spectrum should have a corre-

sponding diagonal peak; peaks too close to the water or the

diagonal can be automatically eliminated), and frequency

matching (NOE peaks will usually have symmetry-related

partners; peak positions in different spectra should have

matching shifts). To date there has been relatively little

development on peak picking, but there are suggestions

that effort could pay off handsomely. As an example,

automated preprocessing of spectra using the program

APART (which matches frequencies in multiple spectra, as

well as carrying out a check for assignments that deviate

too markedly from normal shift ranges) was shown to yield

a significant improvement in the number of correct

assignments carried out subsequently by Autoassign, par-

ticularly for noisy data but even for data with good S/N

(Pawley et al. 2005). Peak picking is thus a crucially

important area, and one that should yield relatively easily

to a determined assault.

Resonance assignment

The assignment of backbone resonances for proteins\15 kDa

is clearly possible using several automated programs. Possibly

the simplest method uses GFT spectra, where effectively

all the information is contained in one or two 5D spectra

and there are therefore no problems of interspectral align-

ment, but standard sets of 3D spectra also work well, even

for rather larger proteins. The same cannot be said of

sidechain assignment. Here there is a major problem, and

both the two main SG groups note that manual intervention

is usually required at this stage (Baran et al. 2004;

Kobayashi et al. 2007). The difficulties with sidechain

assignment stem from both missing peaks (incomplete 13C

TOCSY transfer) and overlapping peaks. However, this is

largely a problem in pattern recognition, which is difficult

but by no means impossible.

There are two complementary approaches being taken,

which seem likely to make automated sidechain assignment

possible in the near future. The first is improvements to

current methods, for example using methods for predicting

or matching expected chemical shift values (Fiorito et al.

2008; Hitchens et al. 2003; Malmodin et al. 2003; Moseley

et al. 2004a), and combining J-coupling-based spectra with
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NOE-based spectra in conjunction with databases that give

distance distributions (Kamisetty et al. 2006; Xiong et al.

2008). And the second is to combine resonance assignments

with the subsequent stages of NOE assignment and structure

calculation, and iteratively to improve the accuracy and

completeness of each stage. In particular, it is claimed that

the program FLYA is now capable of completely automated

sidechain assignment by a combination of these approaches

(López-Méndez and Güntert 2006). Thus, it appears that

incremental improvements in current methods should permit

fully automated assignments in the near future.

NOE assignment and structure calculation

Although the NOE assignment and structure calculation

stages are conceptually different, in practice they have

always gone together (Williamson et al. 1985). Typically

a preliminary, incomplete and error-rich NOE assignment

is used to calculate the first set of structures; this set is

used to correct and expand the NOE restraint list, and a

new calculation round is launched; and so on for several

iterations. The question is, how much initial error can be

tolerated. The main structure calculation packages note

that they require the resonance assignments to be

approximately 85% complete and correct for the sub-

sequent NOE assignment to work properly, because it is

the resonance assignment list that is used subsequently for

the iterative assignment of ambiguous and unassigned

NOEs (Baran et al. 2004; Herrmann et al. 2002; Jee and

Güntert 2003). They differ in their requirements for

completeness and accuracy of the initial NOE assign-

ments, which appears to be much less critical. In the

classical manual structure calculation, it is this stage of

going through NOE spectra and trying to make unam-

biguous (and correct) NOE assignments that is the most

tedious and time-consuming part. Automated packages

have made major developments in this area, and can cope

with an initial NOE peak list in which 50% or less of the

peaks correspond to real NOEs (Kuszewski et al. 2004;

López-Méndez and Güntert 2006). Systematic investiga-

tions of parameters used for NOE assignment, particularly

the chemical shift tolerance and iteration methodology,

have identified suitable strategies (Fossi et al. 2005a,

2005b). These two stages are the areas that the automated

calculations have tended to focus on, with the result that

they are now reasonably robust and almost completely

automated.

Automated programs and methods

As noted above, the most significant automated programs

originate from the work of Güntert (who was affiliated with

the ETH Zürich, Switzerland from 1987 to 2002, then with

RIKEN in Japan until 2007, before joining the Goethe

University in Frankfurt, Germany) and the NESG (led by

Montelione). There are of course many other programs, at

various stages of automation (Table 1). Güntert’s approach

has been evolutionary: each new program takes the good

features of earlier ones, and he has not hesitated to take

good ideas from others. A good example is the crucial idea

of ambiguous NOEs, which came from the group of Nilges,

the author of ARIA (Nilges and O’Donoghue 1998). It is

very frequently found that more than one assignment can

be made for a given NOE peak. The insight of Nilges was

to recognise that the peak can be treated as the sum of all

possible assignments, and can therefore be represented by a

sum of restraints, each weighted by the inverse sixth power

of the corresponding distance. This combined restraint will

always be correct as long as the correct assignment is

included within the list of possible restraints; the ambiguity

merely makes it less powerful as a restraint. Other ideas are

Güntert’s own, in particular network anchoring (giving

more weight to a restraint if it is supported by other spa-

tially related restraints) and constraint combination

(inclusion of restraints as pairs, only one of which needs to

be satisfied, to reduce the potential distortions caused by

inclusion of a genuinely incorrect restraint) (Herrmann

et al. 2002). A collection of routines (e.g., CALIBA,

GLOMSA, HABAS) were combined together with a tor-

sional angle molecular dynamics routine to make the

program DIANA, which then made use of further routines

(REDAC, ASNO, the assignment program GARANT, and

molecular dynamics program OPAL) and evolved into

DYANA (Güntert et al. 1997), which in turn absorbed

further routines, in particular the NOE assignment module

CANDID, and was packaged within an updated torsion

angle molecular dynamics program to become the widely

used structure calculation program CYANA (Güntert

2003). This program has more recently incorporated the

peak picking routine AUTOPSY and become FLYA

(López-Méndez and Güntert 2006). The key elements

of FLYA are made up from NMRView, AUTOPSY,

GARANT, CYANA, and OPALp: it is thus a combination

of programs written at various times by various people

though mainly by Güntert and colleagues, but assembled

into a coherent package.

FLYA is the only package that claims, with some jus-

tification (Scott et al. 2006), to be able to calculate protein

structures from NMR spectra (but not raw time-domain

data) in a fully automatic way. It is based on its demon-

strably successful predecessors DYANA and CANDID, as

described above, and has so far only been tested on three

small (\16 kDa) proteins (López-Méndez and Güntert

2006). Güntert’s summary of the program concludes that

‘Fully automated structure determination of proteins up to
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140 amino acid residues is possible now’, a conclusion that

seems fully justified, at least for well-behaved proteins.

Probably the key feature of FLYA that distinguishes it

from many of its competitors (e.g., CYANA and Auto-

Structure) is that whereas CYANA and AutoStructure

require approximately 85–90% complete resonance

assignment before a successful structure calculation can

begin, FLYA requires no initial assignment, but the out-

come is an assignment over 95% complete and correct (or

at least it was on the test set of three small proteins).

Güntert spent about 6 years working at the high-

throughput NMR SG centre in RIKEN, which recently

produced the program KUJIRA3 (Kobayashi et al. 2007).

KUJIRA has been used to calculate what is by a long way

the largest number of semi-automatically calculated

structures, and uses CYANA and NMRView together with

a number of specifically written modules. KUJIRA is

deliberately and explicitly not a fully automated package,

with user intervention required in particular for sidechain

assignment, and also for checking of NOE restraints via

graphical interfaces. It and its predecessors were used to

calculate approximately 800 structures, largely using a

‘production line’ method, using dedicated NMR data

acquisition and structure calculation staff, with typically

3 weeks analysis time per structure. One can therefore

conclude that both KUJIRA and CYANA have been thor-

oughly road-tested.

The approach taken by NESG has been rather different

(Baran et al. 2004; Huang et al. 2005). The center took its

high-throughput role seriously, and looked at each stage of

the process, refining each stage and writing new software

and procedures where required. The aim was to produce an

automated package that would encompass all stages of

structure determination with minimal user intervention.

The group has therefore a clearly defined standardised data

collection protocol; a database for archiving and organising

NMR and structural data; packages for automatic pro-

cessing of NMR data, peak picking, editing and checking;

automated assignment (AutoAssign: Moseley et al. 2001);

automated structure calculation (AutoStructure: Huang

et al. 2005); and automated structure validation. As for

FLYA, the packages include various externally written

software (NMRPipe, Sparky, DYANA/CNS/XPLOR-NIH)

assembled within a purpose-written core. The approach of

NESG is also different from that of most others in that NOE

restraints are incorporated and verified using a ‘bottom-up’

procedure that identifies and builds regular secondary

Table 1 Citations of software in PDB files submitted September 2005–2008

Program Function # PDB entries citing Year of introduction

NMRPipe Processing, display and peak picking 1,340 1995

CYANA Structure calculation 1,160 2003

XWinNMR/Topspin Bruker programs for acquisition and processing 1,043 1997

NMRView Viewing spectra; peak picking; analysis 910 1994

KUJIRA Semi-automated processing and structure calc 736 2007

Sparky Assignment, integration 365 1999

VNMR Varian programs for acquisition and processing 317 1989

CNS Structure calculation 242 1998

XPLOR-NIH Structure calculation 153 2003

XEASY Semi-automated analysis and assignment 130 1995

ARIA NOE assignment and structure calculation 122 1995

DYANA Structure calculation 114 1997

Autostructure Structure calculation 103 2003

Autoassign Assignment 82 2001

XPLOR Structure calculation 75 1992

CcpNmr analysis Viewing, analysis, assignment 18 2004

Aurelia/Auremol Semi-automated processing and structure calc 17 2004

ABACUS/CLOUDS Structure calculation without assignments 4 2002

FLYA Fully automated structure calculation 3 2006

A much more comprehensive discussion of programs can be found in Gronwald and Kalbitzer (2004). This is a selective list and programs listed

here are not necessarily the most cited. References to software that are not given in the text: NMRPipe (Delaglio et al. 1995); Sparky T. D.

Goddard and D. G. Kneller, SPARKY 3, University of California, San Francisco, http://www.cgl.ucsf.edu/home/sparky/; CNS (Brunger et al.

1998); XPLOR-NIH (Schwieters et al. 2003); XEASY (Bartels et al. 1995); XPLOR A.T. Brünger, X-PLOR Version 3.1, Yale University Press,

NewHaven/London, 1992

3 Kujira is Japanese for whale: a reference to the size and complexity

of the program?
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structure first, in order to generate a low-resolution fold that

can be used to accept or reject NOEs (as compared to the

‘top-down’ use of ambiguous restraints as described above,

in which all possible assignments are included initially and

the incorrect ones subsequently removed). User interven-

tion is required particularly for sidechain assignment.

Numerous programs and packages have been written

elsewhere. Among these we note particularly the compre-

hensive package Auremol, which has introduced a number

of very useful steps, including an automated assessment of

structure quality and a Bayesian NOE assignment program

(Gronwald and Kalbitzer 2004); and ARIA (Nilges 1995),

which has excellent automated procedures for steps (v) and

(vi) above, a graphical interface and compatibility with the

CCPN data model (see below Linge et al. 2003a; Rieping

et al. 2007). As noted above, many of the ideas developed

for ARIA have also been used by other programs.

Of particular significance to automation is the PASD

(probabilistic assignment algorithm for structure determi-

nation) program, for which the goal was to produce a

program that can accept an automatically picked NOE list

containing a high proportion of errors (up to 80% of

incorrectly picked peaks!) and still be able to calculate

structures correctly (Kuszewski et al. 2004). It achieved

this using a combination of a linear NOE error function that

is not dependent on size of violation and therefore does not

penalize incorrect NOEs too severely; plus probabilistic

NOE assignments, in which all possible assignments are

allowed but only the correct ones ‘work’ because they tend

to act together to pull the structure toward the correct fold,

whereas wrong assignments pull in random directions.

More recent additions are a network anchoring prepro-

cessing step, plus repulsive distance restraints (‘non-

NOEs’) representing deductions from the network analysis

on protons that cannot be close together, which act to speed

up the calculation (Kuszewski et al. 2008).

It therefore appears that the major programs are gradu-

ally evolving more closely together, with similar ideas

being used. This probably suggests that it is becoming less

important which method and/or program was used to assign

spectra, assign restraints and calculate the structure. This is

still an issue, but one hopes that as validation methods

become more useful (in particular, as they work out how to

compare structures to input spectra rather than the

restraints derived from them), then any differences in

methodology that lead to differences in the structures

produced will become more obvious.

We have noted that a major drawback to the more rapid

adoption of new methods is the proliferation of programs,

many with non-compatible formats, which therefore

require significant efforts to transfer information from one

to another. A very interesting development in this area is

the Collaborative Computing Project for NMR (CCPN),

based in Cambridge, UK, which has developed a ‘data

model’ to act as a framework describing proteins and their

associated NMR data, into which actual data can be loaded

(Vranken et al. 2005). It is designed to facilitate the

exchange and interconversion of data from different sour-

ces, as well as its deposition and archiving, so that different

programs can use and transfer data essentially transpar-

ently, and all relevant data can be stored in one location. As

part of the project, an analysis program CCPNmr Analysis

has been written (Vranken et al. 2005), based on ANSIG

and Sparky, that can exchange data with a wide range of

other programs. Thus effectively, CCPN aims to be an

organizational structure within which other programs can

be linked. CCPN has been linked to several other projects,

including ARIA and the BioMagResBank (BMRB).

Future prospects and goals

In this final section, we look first at possible alternative

approaches to those discussed above, and then try to

summarise our conclusions as to what should be the next

steps.

There have been numerous attempts to bypass the dif-

ficult step of resonance assignment, effectively by allowing

the structure calculation process to make assignments as it

goes. The most discussed of these is the CLOUDS/ABA-

CUS method (Grishaev and Llinás 2002; Grishaev et al.

2005), though there are many others. It is an interesting

approach and claims to be fully automatic, but so far has

seen few applications.

The most important restraints for structure calculation

have always been NOEs. It seems very unlikely that the

need for NOEs will ever be removed, because of their

uniquely powerful and direct structural information.

However, a number of other parameters are being explored

and have shown remarkable power. These include residual

dipolar couplings (rdcs) and chemical shifts (Korukottu

et al. 2007; Shen et al. 2008). It is clear that incorporation

of these as restraints is useful both in providing additional

and often complementary structural information, and in

improving the accuracy of the crucial initial protein fold

calculation. In particular, because chemical shift assign-

ments are always generated either before or during the

structure calculation and are therefore always available, we

can look forward to their further incorporation as restraints.

Structure calculation, particularly by NMR, has always

used prior information that was not derived from the NMR

data: for example, bond lengths, van der Waals radii and

hydrogen bond geometry. It is widely accepted (though by

no means universally) that for the ‘best’ structure, one

should use all the available information. There have been a

number of interesting studies using homology-based
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modeling and structures from databases, which hold out the

promise to predict both global fold and local structure with

good accuracy. Of particular interest is the use of structure

prediction algorithms such as the program Rosetta: as an

aid in both fold generation and structure refinement, this

appears a very promising avenue (Korukottu et al. 2007;

Meiler and Baker 2003; Ramelot et al. 2009).

A key stage in structure calculation is validation of the

quality of the structures produced. We have not discussed

this question here in any detail: not because it is not

important, but because correctly assembled automated

packages should do the validation routinely, as for example

discussed by the NESG consortium (Moseley et al. 2004b).

Several authors have commented that as yet there is no

agreed method for validation. Clearly this is a big problem,

and one that is vital for the success of any truly objective

calculation.

In conclusion, it appears that fully automated structure

calculation is already possible, at least for proteins up to

15 kDa. However, an important question is whether full

automation is actually desirable. A crystallographic col-

league commented to us that although fully automated

crystal structures are now possible, ‘only a fool would trust

one’: in other words, some human intervention is always

needed, particularly to check that results look sensible.

This must surely be much more the case for NMR than it is

for crystallography, because the input data are more varied

and prone to artifacts. (We note a highly relevant remark in

Güntert (2003): ‘If used sensibly, automated NOESY

assignment with CANDID has no disadvantage compared

to the conventional, interactive approach but is a lot faster,

and more objective’ [our italics].) We suggest that some

steps that currently require human intervention, such as

sidechain assignment and NOE assignment, can and should

be run in an essentially fully automated manner; but that

humans are needed to check at least the input and output,

aided of course by automated quality reports.

What then does our analysis suggest as the most impor-

tant steps in the future? In a rough order of importance

(which is approximately in agreement with Güntert (2008)),

we can conclude that effective automation requires:

(1) An efficient and effective peak picking routine, that

incorporates features shown to work already such as

comparisons between different spectra, and that

works in an integrated and dynamic manner (i.e.,

peak lists get updated during the calculation) with

other parts of the package.

(2) An integrated and user-friendly package, incorporating

the best ideas from existing packages in a modular

way. Our analysis suggests that it would have a FLYA-

like core, with data acquisition, data management and

structure validation (i.e., the beginning and end parts)

based on NESG procedures, all within a CCPN data

model (and therefore allowing users to use alternative

programs if preferred). In particular, automation of the

validation process into a reliable and routine package is

a key goal (Billeter et al. 2008). In the medium term, it

is probably structure validation where developments

are most urgently required, and where human inter-

vention is (and will remain) most necessary.

(3) Improved methods for dealing with proteins larger

than 15 kDa (clearly a problem, as shown by Fig. 2).

Some likely targets here are: selective deuteration

schemes such as SAIL, in conjunction with cell-free

expression; improved methods for predicting domain

boundaries; methods for looking at one domain in the

context of an intact protein, for which inteins look

increasingly interesting (Skrisovska and Allain 2008;

Yagi et al. 2004); improved sensitivity, possibly by

making better use of ‘unused’ magnetisation; and

methods for improving solubility, reducing aggrega-

tion and reducing the rotational correlation time. Such

methods will of course also be useful for the more

‘difficult’ proteins less than 15 kDa.

Our analysis suggests that it is in the interests of the

whole NMR community for this to happen as soon as

possible, primarily to increase the ‘respectability’ of NMR

as a structural tool. In particular, we suggest that NMR

groups within SG centers (and their funding bodies) should

put these goals at the top of their list.
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